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Letter from Chris

Dear Reader,
Welcome to issue 6 of ‘Connect’.  Time has certainly flown by since our last issue and we hope 
you had an enjoyable Christmas and we would like to pass on our best wishes for 2019.   

I am not normally one for New Year resolutions, although this year after over indulging during 
the Christmas period, my New Year resolutions start with dieting to lose a few pounds and 
some exercises to improve my fitness level.  Healthy, home cooked meals are also on my list 
and hopefully the mouth-watering recipes in ‘Connect’ will give you the inspiration to cook 
something that you haven’t cooked before or maybe encourage you to change a longstanding 
recipe adding a slight twist of something to it!

2018 was a very eventful and exciting year for everyone at Respond.  In October we celebrated 
our third birthday and in November we won the British Healthcare Trade Association (BHTA) 
Award for NHS Dispensing Appliance Contractor Patient Services.  Team members from 
customer services, warehouse and logistics attended the evening, collecting the award from 
Simon Weston, CBE who cited us as having exceptional customer service.  We also received 
a Highly Commended Award in the best marketing campaign category for the ‘Connect’ 
Magazine. Thank you to everyone who has supported the magazine by allowing us to share 
your inspirational stories and recipes.  Your stories have certainly contributed to the success 
of the magazine.

‘Connect’ also gives us the opportunity to share our charity work with you and some of our 
team have definitely gone the extra mile to support our charity of the year ‘Mind’. 
This edition of ‘Connect’ includes our award celebrations and our charity work along with all 
of our usual features, including meet the team and in this edition we focus our HiLINE Support 
Garment factory in Barnsley.   

Thank you for your support during 2018 and we look forward to speaking with you during 
2019.

Regards

Chris Cochlin, 

Director of Home Delivery Service
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Ostosorb turns the content of your stoma bag into gel 
giving you more controlled emptying, easier cleaning 
and preventing leaks, odour and pouch noise.

Please send me a sample of Ostosorb

absorbs
excess fluid

Title

Name

Address

Postcode

Email

Mobile

Please detach and send to: 
Freepost RTSZ-SLYE-EBTL, Respond 
Healthcare Ltd, Greypoint, Cardiff Business 
Park, Parc Ty Glas, Cardiff, CF14 5WF.

If you would like to hear about further 
products and services from Eakin 
Healthcare please tick the box.      C6
The information supplied on this form will 
be retained by Eakin Healthcare Group on a 
database.

0800 220 300  
0800 028 6848 (N. Ireland)
respond.co.uk
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Lauraine was only 24 when she had an 
ileostomy and having a stoma immediately 
improved her life, having previously been 
so unwell. She was able to return to work 
and live a normal life. 33 years on and she 
says that the past 3 years have been a 
challenging time, having a major impact  
on her life. 

Lauraine had to undergo a hysterectomy 
and unfortunately this resulted in her 
needing two stoma bags – one for her 
stoma and another for a fistula.  
 
Following this, she spent months trying to 
find a stoma bag which would not leak with 
little success. 
 
“Very helpful and very 
understanding”
Lauraine decided to contact Respond to 
see if they were able to help and spoke to 
Lily who she described as “very helpful and 
very understanding”.  Now, she has been 

provided with a solution which she finds 
much better, and Lauraine has found that  
the advisors have been extremely helpful  
in trying to find her the perfect bag. She 
said that they have “been lovely, very kind, 
good listeners and just get the job done”. 
 
“It was seamless and  
straight forward” 

About changing supplier, Lauraine explained 
she was initially nervous but said “it was a 
very easy process, no inconvenience. They 
do what they promise - it was seamless and 
straight forward”.  She said that she would 
recommend Respond to anyone looking 
to change suppliers, saying about the 
changeover process “I knew little about it 
really…they did it all for me!”. 

Lauraine explained that whereas previously 
she had only dealt with one advisor, at 
Respond she can speak to anyone who is 
available when she calls. She says, “there 
are never any problems when I call” and has 
experienced no problems with the service.
 

“Efficient, considerate and    
accommodating”
Finally, when asked to describe Respond  
in three words, she replied “overall, I find  
the service to be efficient, considerate  
and accommodating”. 

a dedicated delivery  
and support service.

Following several turbulent years of 
ill health, Lauraine was ready for a 
helping hand and by joining Respond, 
that’s exactly what she got!

Lauraine’s Story 

Interested in joining our service?  
Call us for a chat on 0800 220 300

        respondltd 
       @respondltd 
       @respondltd

Respond Healthcare Ltd
hello@respond.co.uk 
respond.co.uk

180425_A0406_Laurine AD_A5_v5.indd   1 25/04/2018   16:20
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0800 0184 724  |  info@iasupport.org  |  www.iasupport.org

Sometimes you just need to know 
that someone understands...
IA supports people living with an ileostomy or an internal pouch
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My name is Laura MacKenzie, I am 41 and I live in 
Wemyss Bay, Scotland. I am what is known in the 
Ostomate Community as a double bagger. This 
means I have two stomas. I have a urostomy and 
a colostomy. My stomas were created during a 
12-hour operation for a total pelvic exenteration 
in November 2017. This was required after a 
stage 4 bladder cancer diagnosis in September 
2017, at the age of 40.

 The first symptoms were in late August 2017 
which was passing faeces in my urine. I later 
found out this was due to a fistula caused by 
the cancer. From August, through to the main 
operation, I had various scan and procedures – 
CT scan, MRI, PET scans, sigmoidoscopy and a 
cystoscopy. I was admitted to hospital initially 
for 3 days and required a blood transfusion. Then 
I went the main hospital in Glasgow for 9 days to 
stabilise my kidneys which were only functioning 
at 60% and had 2 nephrostomies (where urine 
drains from your kidney out an opening on 
your back to bypass the bladder) fitted. At first 
consultation in Inverclyde Royal, I was told best 
case scenario, some radiotherapy would be 
required and worst case I would be seeing a 
senior consultant at the Glasgow Royal and it 
turned out to be the later.

I am what is 
known in the 

ostomate 
community as a 
double bagger.
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I had to have the PET scans to make sure the cancer had not spread or else the operation 
wasn’t possible. Radiotherapy was too risky, and chemotherapy was not effective for my 
type of cancer, so the operation literally saved my life. Without the operation, palliative 
care options were virtually non-existent. I made good progress after the operation and 
with the support of my surgical team, friends, family and colleagues and last but by no 
means least, my husband – my rock and my best friend who was by my side every step 
of the way. I got home after 17 days in hospital and on the 30th November 2017, 29 
days after the operation, I got the all clear and my husband and I went to our local hotel 
to celebrate. I went back to work part time at the end of January and full time by mid-
February and have continued to make good recovery and getting stronger day by day.

 I am taking part in the Colostomy UK 50k challenge and have raised over £1500 and 
walked over 150km so far. I have been away lots of long weekends within the UK with 
my husband and I am writing this from my sun lounger in the Algarve, our first foreign 
holiday since my operation. What I went through both physically and psychologically was 
massive, but I stayed positive and determined through the whole thing which along with 
all the support around me, gave me the strength to get through it all.

 Having two stomas is not without its challenges but I make them work round my lifestyle 
and not the other way around. Holidays need more planning now but so far apart from 
making sure I don’t lift heaving items, there is nothing I can’t do, that I did before. Having 
the support of a good ostomy supplier such as Respond has helped greatly as I adjusted 
to my new life with ostomies.
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Please find the answers on page  30

Across
1. ___ Sam (5)
4. The ___ of power (7)
7. ___ dealing (7)
8. The lesser of two ___ (5)
9. A solar or lunar ___ (7)
11. Less ___, more speed (5)
12. Business as ___ (5)
13. A chip off the old ___ (5)
18. Too many cooks spoil the ___ 
(5)
20. ___ makes the heart grow 
fonder (7)
21. Bright ___ (5)
22. Questions and ___ (7)
24. The ___ article (7)
25. Skull and cross___ (5)

Down
1. ___ we stand (6)
2. Building ___ in the air (7)
3. At a loose ___ (3)
4. A ___ of laughs (6)
5. Hard as ___ (5)
6. ___ said than done (6)
8. Inhales and ___ (7)
10. ___ and cream (7)
14. To whom it may ___ (7)
15. ___ and flowing (6)
16. ___ limitation (6)
17. The lion, king of ___ (6)
19. A drop in the ___ (5)
23. A ___ story (3)

Puzzle page

7
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Happy Birthday to us
Back in October marked our 3rd birthday 

here at Respond Healthcare

We had cakes at each of our care centres to celebrate.
Here are some pictures of us all tucking into yummy cake!
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World Ostomy Day
We recently celebrated World Ostomy Day and this

year’s theme was ‘Speaking Out Changes Lives’
There was no better way to support this fantastic day than to share

some of our customers and bloggers stories.
We posted these across our social media channels throughout

the day to raise awareness and to help others.
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No one
should
face
stoma
surgery
alone

Make sure they don’t – donate now
Text CASS01 and amount to 70070

online at ColostomyUK.org
0118 939 1537

Fullx3 01v00r00 CUK Advert Not alone.qxp_Fullx3 01v00r00 CUK Advert Not alone  14/11/2018  09:41  Page 1







Face of Connect

To find out more visit her blog at
alannahjaynesblog.com

Our face of Connect is

or you can find her on social channels
intagram and twitter @GlitteryGutsx

Alannah-Jayne
23 year old Alannah-Jayne Simpson AKA GlitteryGutsx from Aberdeenshire, 

Scotland, lives at home with her boyfriend, Jamie, and their gorgeous yorkshire 
terriers Benjie, Bella and Baux. Alannah-Jayne is a chronic illness advocate, 

ostomate and blogger!
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BHTA Awards

Winners

Front row
Simon Weston OBE, Chris Cochlin Director of Home Delivery Service. Jacqueline Bethell Customer Services Advisor, Garry Hallett 
Customer Experience Manager, Susan Horan Customer Services Manager, Rebecca Dallman Customer Service Advisor, Tracy Southon 
Customer Operations Manager, Nigel Woods
Back row
Drew Evans Customer Services Advisor, Nicola Spencer Marketing Executive, Gary Tipton Warehouse and Purchasing Manager
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Back row
Nicola Spencer Marketing Executive, Tracy Southon Customer Operations Manager, Drew Evans Customer Services Advisor, Tracy 
Southon Customer Operations Manager, Gary Tipton Warehouse and Purchasing Manager
Front row
Paul Eakin UK CEO, Simon Weston OBE,Rebecca Dallman Customer Service Advisor, , Garry Hallett Customer Experience Manager, 
Susan Horan Customer Services Manager, Jacqueline Bethell Customer Services Advisor, Chris Cochlin Director of Home Delivery 
Service

We are really proud to share with you the news that we have recently WON 
the NHS DAC patient services award.
The award was presented to us by the admirable Simon Weston CBE who 
cited that the award was in recognition of exceptional customer feedback 
on our annual NHS patient satisfaction survey results.
This is the survey we send to you annually.
Not only did we win this award but our Connect magazine that you are all 
familiar with also received recognition and attained Highly Commended in 
the Most Effective Marketing Campaign category.
It is wonderful to have this official recognition and we cannot thank you 
enough for helping us achieve this.
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Charity of the year

For further information visit
mind.org.uk

We are pleased to announce that our 
charity of the year for 2018/2019 is Mind.

A charity which provides help and support directly to those 
suffering with mental health issues.  Here at Respond we 

understand the effects that having a stoma can have on mental 
health which is why we are raising awareness and supporting Mind 

and the amazing work they do.

Info line 0300 123 3393 or text 86463
Facebook @mindforbettermentalhealth

Twitter @MindCharity
17



Fundraising with

On the 28th November the lovely Anne 

from our accounts department took 

part in our “Shave the Brave” (with a little 

help from her husband, Lez), to raise 

awareness and fundraise for our charity 

of the year, Mind.

We have managed to raise an amazing 

£545, all proceeds going to Mind, well 

done Anne!

Anne, Shave the Brave

18
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  Meet
Heather...

Heather’s story

I am a 41 year old mother of three
and have a supportive gorgeous
hubby. I was diagnosed with Chron’s
disease in my 20’s and suffered quite
badly and was in remission for 20 years.
I stopped taking my medication and
developed strictures (narrowing’s in my
large bowel, making it hard for food to pass
through). A keyhole surgery was performed to
remove the part of the large bowel that was affected,
but two days later I started deteriorating and had an anatomic leak. I was 
at risk of peritonitis and sepsis and was rushed in for emergency surgery.

 I woke up with no large bowel and an ileostomy and a tube down my nose 
and throat.  Initially I was in shock as I wasn’t mentally prepared for living 
with an ostomy bag and the stigma attached. I had so many unanswered 
questions. Everyone was so lovely at the hospital but when you get home 
you feel a sense of loneliness.  Am I the only one, where do I go from here?

Prior to the ileostomy I had been doing cardio for years, my husband 
built a gym at the end of our garden and whilst on maternity leave, I was 
scrolling through Instagram looking at fitness female influencers and 
getting inspiration from their workouts. I started doing deadlifts and my 
body changed totally, even though my diet was poor due to my strictures.

20



As I was doing a lot of weight lifting, I went online to search for support 
belts and came across Blake Beckford which led me to Respond’s website. 
Subsequently I emailed Respond and enquired about their support belts. I 
had an immediate reply from Natalie who bent over backwards to help me, 
nothing was too much trouble.

I had no clue what I was doing or what I was entitled to. She held my hand 
through emails, at one point I apologised for stalking her. She was always 
prompt and professional with her responses and advice. She arranged for 
one of the Respond reps to come and fit me for the belt, and at one point 
I had nearly run out of ostomy bags from the hospital, so Natalie had my 
nurse visit me, who provided me with different companies to supply my 
ostomy products, but I was so impressed with Natalie and the service I 
had received that there was no contest, Respond were company for me.

 DPD deliver my supplies, they come in discreet packaging and provide a 
one-hour delivery slot on the day of delivery.

The customer service provided has been outstanding. Natalie has gone 
the extra mile and I would like to thank her, she made the process simple 
when I was already struggling mentally to come to terms with my new life 
with an ileostomy.

Thank you, Natalie, you are a superstar.

I can’t wait to recover at the 8-week post-surgery point and wear my 
support belts measured by your staff and get back into weightlifting like 
Blake Beckford, who is an absolute inspiration. Now that I have a stoma I 
can eat good carbs, fats and protein to build some serious muscle!21



 

Dignity 
Through 
Empathy 

 

Focused support, reassurance and encouragement,  
covering all types of urinary diversion 

Home or hospital visiting  

Free Patient Information packs and a range of informative leaflets  

Regular magazine full of up to the minute news  

Comprehensive website and Facebook page 

Supporting urology professionals 
and their patients for over 45 years 

The Urostomy Association, 2 Tyne Place, Mickleton, 
Chipping Campden, Gloucestershire, GL55 6UG  

Tel: 01386 430140  
email:info@urostomyassociation.org.uk  

www.urostomyassociation.org.uk 

A5 Baun advert.indd 1 07/09/2016 22:54:29 
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To contact Lynette direct please
call her mobile  on 07887 825 129

Meet Lynette Robson- Rose

your community nurse
Lynette completed her nurse training at Nottingham University in 2004. She then 

worked for 3 years on a General Surgical Ward at Lincoln County Hospital. During 

this time, she developed a particular interest in Colorectal Nursing.

In 2007 she moved to Oxford and worked as a Ward Nurse on the inpatient 

Oncology Unit. During this time, she completed her Cytotoxic Chemotherapy 

Course. She was soon promoted on the unit to Deputy Sister. In this role she 

supported her colleagues and helped to improve patient care experiences within 

the service.

 
In 2010, Lynette developed her nursing role further by joining the Colorectal 

Nursing Team and developed into a Colorectal Specialist Nurse. She worked in this 

role, gaining oncological and surgical experience, for 5 years.

Lynette then moved to Buckinghamshire Healthcare NHS Trust as a Colorectal/ 

Stoma Care Specialist Nurse. She worked quite autonomously within the hospital, 

gaining Stoma Care knowledge and skills along the way. Lynette counselled patients 

prior to surgery and after their surgery on the wards. She provided support to 

patients, their carer and families prior to discharge home. Ensuring safe transition 

from the hospital to home with the assistance from Community Stoma Care 

Nurses.

23



Book your
appointment today!

Are you looking for general stoma care advice or unbiased
product advice?
Why not book in to see our SCN, Lynette?

To book please call 
0800 220 300 or email
peterborough@respond.co.uk
quoting “Nottingham/Peterborough clinic”

20 Phorpes Close
Cygnet Park
Hampton
Peterborough
PE7 8FZ

97 Manvers Street
Nottingham
NG2 4NU

24

Keep an eye on our website 
respond.co.uk for nurse clinics 

near you!



A day in the life of

Cherralyn Roystone
HiLINE Factory Manager at Barnsley

1. How long have you been in your role? 
I have been in my current role for just over 10
years now. 

2. What does a day in the life of a Factory Manager look like?
Describe a typical day at work for you.
A typical day for me is dealing with customer daily orders making sure 
all orders are dispatched to the customer quickly and efficiently and 
generally making sure the factory is running how it should – That can be 
quite challenging at times!

3. What are your favourite things about your job?
I wouldn’t say I have favourite things, I just enjoy my job in general, one 
good thing about my job is that I have a great team of people working 
with me in the factory.

4. What makes you feel proud about working for Respond 
     Healthcare?
Respond Healthcare is a fab company to work for, everyone within in 
Respond are so friendly and helpful.  I feel proud to work for the company 
as everybody works so hard to make it a great business. 

5. Tell us about your biggest achievement in your current role 
     to-date.
My biggest achievement was when I took over the role as Manager, this 
was quite daunting at the time but exciting too! Also working here for 
20+ years is a massive achievement.

25



6. What is the most important personal attribute that you 
     bring to your job? 
I like to think that I bring organisation and a wealth of knowledge about 
the HiLINE factory.

2. What does a day in the life of a Factory Manager look like?
7. What advice would you give to someone aspiring to get into 
     your field of work?
Understand the reason for wanting to be a Manager, it’s not all about the 
money or the title, it’s about being dedicated to the job, understanding 
the business and gaining the trust of your colleagues! You have to be 
open to criticism & negativity.

8. How would your friends describe you?
Wasn’t sure about this so I asked the question and here is what I was told 
– caring, honest, kind, friendly & understanding 

9. What is the best vacation you’ve ever had?
I’ve had quite a few memorable vacations especially in my scuba diving 
days, but the best one for me was in 2017 to Cyprus where I married my 
long term partner, joined by special friends and family.

10. What was the best thing that happened to you this year?  
I celebrated my 1st Wedding Anniversary on my Birthday so it was a 
double celebration, I’ve also had a couple of good holidays this year.

26
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Founder of I am DenimTM

Sophie shares her story

I was diagnosed with Crohn’s Disease at the age of 7 years old. I spent 
most of my life battling and trying to survive severe flare-ups. As I got 
older the disease progressed. Over the years I tried every medical drug 
available to help ease the symptoms including chemotherapy.
 
My remissions were short-lived and when there were no medical options 
left I would rest my bowel on a liquid diet for months at a time to try to 
heal it. The disease was aggressive and the pain was severe. I would suffer 
in agony from the pain to the point where I couldn’t swallow water due to 
the chronic ulceration throughout my entire digestive system.
 
I was dangerously underweight as eating was far too painful and I would 
spend hours in the bathroom sitting on the toilet bleeding. I was severely 
fatigued, malnourished and slowly dying.
 
My last flare was so severe it was life-changing. The doctors tried all 
known medical treatments but nothing worked. I weighed in at under 4 
stone and my chance of survival was slim. I was told that the only option 
they had was to try surgery. I was desperate to survive.
Having undergone 8 hours of major stomach surgery I woke up. I had 
survived and was so thankful for that.
My journey now began on the road to recovery and adjusting to life with an 
ileostomy.
 
It was in the weeks & months after recovery that I found something as 
simple as pulling on a pair of jeans a struggle and an uncomfortable one. 
Searching for the right pair made me realise how much we all struggle 
after surgery to find a great pair of jeans that are comfortable, look good 
and are of a high quality. I wanted to create jeans that everyone could wear 
with total confidence, no matter our size, shape, scars or surgery and 
that’s how I Am DenimTM was born! 
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I Am DenimTM is the first clothing brand to offer jeans for after abdominal 
surgery that are suitable for all ostomates. Being able to create jeans that 
help ease the psychological impact of getting dressed after surgery is 
really special and important to me. Struggling with something as simple 
as finding a great pair of jeans that fit comfortably after surgery made 
me feel really different and affected my confidence. I didn’t want others 
to feel like this so it set me on a path to create my revolutionary, inclusive 
jeans that help improve the lives of others and I can now offer to men and 
women worldwide.
 
The jeans I created offer complete comfort using super soft Italian 
denim and give ultimate coverage using a specially designed Second Skin 
Waistband that helps support the ostomy and is breathable. The jeans are 
made here in Britain to ensure the quality and also so I can oversee the 
whole process.
 
Our ethos is no judgment, we are about self-confidence, self-love and 
really embracing who you are. After surgery, it can be life-saving but also 
life-changing. It’s really important we empower each other whether that 
be with love and support or a great pair of jeans. I want people to realise 
that although it can take time, you can be happy and confident!

M A D E  I N  B R I T A I N
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Answers
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Name ..........................................................................................................................................................................................

Address ......................................................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................  Post Code ....................................................................................

Telephone ........................................................................... Email ............................................................................................

Please detach and send to:
Freepost RTSZ-SLYE-EBTL, Respond Healthcare Ldt, Greypoint, Cardiff Business Park, Parc Ty Glas, CARDIFF, CF14 5WF
Data Protection Act 1998
The information supplied on this form will be retained by Eakin Healthcare Group on a database, The data will not be disclosed to any external sources. Please indicate 
here if you wish to hear of further products and services available from Eakin Healthcare Group              C6

Going on holiday

Travel Certificate

Travel Certificate.indd   1 28/06/2017   16:43

The complete range
of support wear for 

people with a stoma

Ask Our
Nurse:
Ileostomy

Ask Our
Nurse:
Urostomy

Ask Our
Nurse:
Colostomy

Continence swimwearsupport garment
brochure

The complete range of 
products 

Travel certificatesGoing on holidayAdvice when leaving
hospital

Support for managing
your colostomy

Support for managing
your urostomy

Support for managing
your ileostomy

Please send the above ticked brochures to 

our complete
range of

support
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0800 220 300
   0800 028 6848 (Northern Ireland)

Manchester

2 Victoria Avenue East
Manchester
M9 6HB

Direct 0161 702 3380
Fax 0161 820 4510
8:00am to 5:00pm
Monday to Friday
Closed Saturday

Scotland

9 York Place
Perth
Scotland
PH2 8EP

Direct 01738 629 395
Fax 01738 657 221
8:00am to 5:00pm
Monday to Friday
8:30am to 12:30pm Saturday

Larne

36 Curran Road
Larne
BT40 1BU

Direct 028 282 60506
Fax 028 686 87999
8:00am to 5:30pm
Monday to Friday
8:30am to 12:30pm Saturday

Nottingham

97 Manvers Street
Nottingham
NG2 4NU

Direct 0115 940 3080
Fax 0115 871 8097
8:30am to 5:30pm
Monday to Friday
8:30am to 12:30pm Saturday

Peterborough

20 Phorpres Close
Cygnet Park
Hampton
Peterborough
PE7 8FZ

Direct 01733 348 883
Fax 01733 806 515
8:30am to 5:30pm
Monday to Friday
8:30am to 12:30pm Saturday

Ferndown

530 Wimborne Road
East Ferndown
Dorset
BH22 9NG

Direct 01202 890782
Fax 01202 031708
8:30am to 5:30pm
Monday to Friday
Closed Saturday

Cardiff

Greypoint
Cardiff Business Park
Cardiff
CF14 5WF

Direct 029 2076 7880
Fax 029 2076 7881
8:00am to 5:00pm
Monday to Friday
Closed Saturday

London

23 Heritage Avenue
London
NW9 5XY

Direct 0208 166 4593
Fax 0203 051 2412
8:00am to 5:00pm
Monday to Friday
Closed Saturday


